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This document contains additional information which you may find useful to bring with you 

for your bookings at the Town Hall from now on. 

 

Access to the premises 

From now on it should no longer be necessary to collect the key to the Town Hall from the 

Co-op (though they retain a second key in case a key goes missing). We have now installed a 

key safe to the right of the main door with the access code for the time being as shown 

below (1810). If this is changed in future we will let you know. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Door ‘Wedge’ 

We have fitted a mechanism to hold open the internal doors to the corridor in the Porter 

Room (front ) and Barham room (rear) downstairs. There was already one on the door to 

the upstairs hall. Open the door and gently push down the black knob on the top of the 

device and the door will say in the open position. 

Gently pull it up again with your foot to release it. 

The door will automatically close in the event of 

the fire alarm sounding in the building.  

Please leave the doors open if possible to 

improve the flow of fresh air in the building and 

to prevent the need for people to touch the door 

when going in and out of the room 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When leaving put 

the key fob flat 

against the back of 

the safe, close the 

front and spin the 

numbers randomly 

then slide the cover 

up 
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Antiseptic Hand Wash Gel station 

 

The table containing the dispenser, roll of paper 

towel and disposal bin must be located by the 

initial point of entry to the room. One table has 

been placed in the Porter Room and one by the 

main door. The latter can be moved if necessary 

depending on which room(s) are being used.  

 

 

 

 

 

Signs for one way flow of customers  

We have 12 signholders kept under the staircase for hirers to use to direct customers in a 

one-way direction through the room(s). There are a variety of left / right / forward and exit 

direction signs which can be turned round for different directions. They are also height 

adjustable. We have provided some additional signs in a holder that can be used to replace 

those already in the holders if you need different arrow directions for your particular needs.  

 

Please note that if other hirers are present these must be shared between you all.  

Please try to make use of all available doors to ensure that people leaving the room exit via 

a different door from those entering. 
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Signs to control entry of customers 

We have provided a larger sign to locate by the front door 

which can be used to limit the number of people present in 

the Porter Room at any one time. That number will depend 

on the layout you have in the room so you will need to 

work out the number that can safely be accommodated, 

allowing for 2m social distancing. There are various sheets 

in the holder (see above) that have even numbers from 2-

12 but if you need anything different please feel free to 

tack  a piece of paper with your own number in the space 

on the blank version (see picture). If a popular event you 

may need to have queueing on the pavement outside with 

a ‘one in one out’ policy.  To open,  hinge outwards each 

side of the frame then replace the card inside.  

Collection of customer contact details 

The easing of social and economic lockdown measures following the COVID-19 outbreak is 

being supported by NHS Test and Trace. You should assist this service by keeping a 

temporary record of your customers and visitors for 21 days, in a way that is manageable 

and assist NHS Test and Trace with requests for that data if needed. This could help contain 

clusters or outbreaks. A form is provided for this purpose but feel free to use your own. 

More details on this can be found here. 

In case of illness 

In the unlikely even of someone being taken ill with Covid-19 symptoms, or for any other 

reason, please direct them to the toilet for the disabled at the rear of the building where 

they can be kept isolated from other customers until such time as they can be taken home. 

Cleaning 

We will clean any room that has been used in the previous day but not in between 

consecutive hirers on the same day.  Although the previous hirer should have cleaned the 

room you may like to wipe surfaces that you will handle before you start. In any case please 

familiarize yourself with the attached checklist of actions needed prior to leaving the 

building (also posted on the wall in each room). We have allowed an extra 15 minutes on 

top of your booked time for the additional cleaning required. Please make sure you bring a 

(disposable) cloth and ordinary cleaning products for undertaking this task. 

Town Hall Wi-Fi 

There is unlimited Wi-Fi in the Town Hall for your use. The router name is Town Hall and the 

access code is 983E8EFB55 (case sensitive) 

Any Problems? 

In the event of any problems arising with any of the above please get in touch with your 

usual contact or any member of the Town Hall Committee (details are provided on the 

noticeboard under the stairs). 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/maintaining-records-of-staff-customers-and-visitors-to-support-nhs-test-and-trace

